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The Brothers Grimm, Jacob and Wilhelm, were German
academics, philologists and lexicographers, whose first
collection of folk tales, Children's and Household Tales has
enjoyed enduring popularity, influencing the works of
countless other writers, while changing the course of
children’s literature. This comprehensive eBook presents the
complete fairy tales of The Brothers Grimm, with numerous
illustrations, rare texts, informative introductions and the usual
Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with
images relating to the Grimms’ life and works * Concise
introductions to the main texts * All the fairy tales and
legends, translated by Margaret Hunt * The first English
translation of the fairy tales by Edgar Taylor, with the original
illustrations by George Cruikshank — available in no other
collection * Multiple translations of the tales, including texts by
Marian Edwardes, Lucy Crane and the famous edition
illustrated by Arthur Rackham * Five different translations in
total * Also includes the original German text of the fairy tales
(1857 edition) * Features Thomas Crofton Croker’s FAIRY
LEGENDS AND TRADITIONS OF THE SOUTH OF
IRELAND, which the Brothers Grimm translated * Images of
how the books were first published, giving your eReader a
taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts *
Famous tales are fully illustrated with their original artwork *
Special alphabetical contents tables for the complete fairy
tales * Easily locate the tales you want to read * Features a
bonus biography - discover the authors’ intriguing life *
Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and
literary genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse
through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Fairy
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Tales GRIMMS’ FAIRY TALES EDGAR TAYLOR
TRANSLATION, 1826 MARGARET HUNT TRANSLATION,
1884 LUCY CRANE TRANSLATION, 1886 ARTHUR
RACKHAM ILLUSTRATED EDITION, 1909 MARIAN
EDWARDES REVISION, 1912 THE ORIGINAL GERMAN
TEXT, 1857 LIST OF FAIRY TALES IN ALPHABETICAL
ORDER The Translation FAIRY LEGENDS AND
TRADITIONS OF THE SOUTH OF IRELAND by Thomas
Crofton Croker The Biography THE BROTHERS GRIMM by
Henry Sweet Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse
through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook
as a Parts Edition of individual eBooks
A breathtaking new vision of a legendary tale. Snow White is
the only person in the land fairer than the evil queen who is
out to destroy her. But in a twist to the fairytale, the Huntsman
ordered to take Snow White into the woods to be killed
becomes her protector and mentor in a quest to vanquish the
Evil Queen. Includes fold-out film poster!
There was once a ... The enchanting world of the Brothers
Grimm: In this book you find the most famous Fairy Tales.
Here can you read the stories of Hansel and Grethel, Little
Snow White, Mother Holle, Little Red-Cap, Rapunzel, Jorinda
and Joringel, The Golden Goose ... and all the other Fairy
Tales.
Musaicum Books presents to you a unique Christmas
Collection, formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. This carefully edited
edition includes the most beloved Christmas novels, tales and
carols: Life and Adventures of Santa Claus (L. Frank Baum)
Christmas At Sea (Robert Louis Stevenson) The Little City of
Hope (F. Marion Crawford) The Gift of the Magi (O. Henry)
The First Christmas Of New England (Harriet Beecher Stowe)
The Holy Night (Selma Lagerlöf) Christmas in the Olden Time
(Walter Scott) Christmas In India (Rudyard Kipling) The
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Twelve Days of Christmas Silent Night Ring Out, Wild Bells
(Alfred Lord Tennyson) Christmas with Grandma Elsie
(Martha Finley) Little Lord Fauntleroy (Frances Hodgson
Burnett) Anne of Green Gables (Lucy Maud Montgomery)
The Christmas Angel (Abbie Farwell Brown) Black Beauty
(Anna Sewell) The Christmas Child (Hesba Stretton)
Granny's Wonderful Chair (Frances Browne) The Romance of
a Christmas Card (Kate Douglas Wiggin) Wind in the Willows
(Kenneth Grahame) The Birds' Christmas Carol (Kate
Douglas Wiggin) The Wonderful Life - Story of the life and
death of our Lord (Hesba Stretton) A Merry Christmas &
Other Christmas Stories (Louisa May Alcott) Little Gretchen
and the Wooden Shoe (Elizabeth Harrison) A Letter from
Santa Claus (Mark Twain) Where Love Is, God Is (Leo
Tolstoy) Peter Pan and Wendy (J. M. Barrie) Little Women
(Louisa May Alcott) The Wonderful Wizard of OZ (L. Frank
Baum) The Christmas Angel (Abbie Farwell Brown) The Tale
of Peter Rabbit (Beatrix Potter) Toinette and the Elves (Susan
Coolidge) The Heavenly Christmas Tree (Fyodor Dostoevsky)
At the Back of the North Wind (George MacDonald)
Christmas at Thompson Hall (Anthony Trollope) The Princess
and the Goblin (George MacDonald) Thurlow's Christmas
Story (John Kendrick Bangs) Christmas Every Day (William
Dean Howells) The Lost Word (Henry van Dyke) The
Nutcracker and the Mouse King (E. T. A.
Ze is voorbestemd... om door de koningin te worden
vermoord óf om door de jager te worden opgeleid tot een
krijger. Lang geleden leefde Sneeuwwitje samen met haar
vader, de koning, in een vredig en mooi koninkrijk. Aan dit
sprookje komt een bloedig einde als de oogverblindende en
wraakzuchtige Ravenna met de koning trouwt en hem
vermoordt. Maar na verloop van tijd begint de wrede
heerschappij over het koninkrijk zijn tol te eisen bij Ravenna.
Haar magie en schoonheid vertonen steeds meer scheurtjes
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en om het tij te keren, moet ze een maagdelijk hart tot zich
nemen. Sneeuwwitje voelt het naderende onheil en slaat op
de vlucht. In het Donkere Woud denkt ze veilig te zijn, maar
dan stuurt Ravenna jager Eric op pad. Eric belooft
Sneeuwwitje mee terug te nemen, maar als hij zijn prooi
vindt, twijfelt hij. Moet hij haar vermoorden? Of moet hij van
haar de grootste krijger maken die het koninkrijk ooit heeft
gekend? Een adembenemende versie van het legendarische
sprookje...
Orphaned by an assassin's blade, Besmir spends his youth
on the fringes of society. He grows into a hunstman of some
note, suitable to put food on the Duke's table, if unfit to join
the meal. His simple, meager life is thrown into chaos when
he finds himself approached by Zaynorth, an illusion mage
who has come in search of Besmir, bearing a remarkable
truth: the huntsman is far more than he knows himself to be.
Along with his apprentice, Keluse, Besmir follows Zaynorth to
a new and distant land where he will vie for a throne stolen by
the very man responsible for his parents death. In Heart of a
Huntsman, an orphan of noble birth must rally the people of a
foreign land to his cause and lead them against a treacherous
king - one whose army includes the very legions of Hell.
A handbook for women on how to take control of their
financial lives is filled with quizzes, planning tools, and
anecdotes designed to inspire women everywhere. Reprint.
17,500 first printing.
This is a work of non-fiction, as perceived by the electrical
and chemical exchanges within my brain. However, in a few
instances, the haze of those things partially erased certain
details of a memory, making a nurses name, exact features,
or the exact content of a conversation elude me. In writing
about those memories, I have taken a few liberties, as
opposed to leaving them out, for which I hope the reader will
find understanding. That being said, the bulk of the book is
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non-fiction. I have been as accurate as any heart patient can
be when shackled with pain meds, beta-blockers, LDLlowering capsules, stents, by-pass surgery, the twenty-four
hour circus of the emergency room, EKGs , and a mosaic of
other heart-healthy devices. I have also double checked my
facts to correct the occasional misfiring which may have
occurred in my skull, researching medical records and
checking with others to verify my recollections.
Aimed at screenwriters, producers, development executives
and educators interested in the crime genre, this book
provides an invaluable basis for crafting a film story that
considers both audience and market expectations without
compromising originality. A brief historical overview of the
crime genre is presented for context along with an analysis of
various crime sub-genres and their key conventions,
including: police, detective, film noir, gangster, heist, prison
and serial killer. Karen Lee Street focuses on the creative use
of these conventions and offers strategies for focusing theme
and improving characterisation, story design, structure and
dialogue. Paradigms, story patterns and writing exercises are
provided to assist the script development process and
strategies for revision are discussed along with key questions
to consider before approaching creative or financial partners.
This unique collection of "CHRISTMAS CLASSICS: 150+
Novels, Stories & Poems (Illustrated Edition)” has been
designed and formatted to the highest digital standards. Life
and Adventures of Santa Claus (L. Frank Baum) Christmas At
Sea (Robert Louis Stevenson) The Little City of Hope (F.
Marion Crawford) The Gift of the Magi (O. Henry) The First
Christmas Of New England (Harriet Beecher Stowe) The Holy
Night (Selma Lagerlöf) Christmas in the Olden Time (Walter
Scott) Christmas In India (Rudyard Kipling) The Twelve Days
of Christmas Silent Night Ring Out, Wild Bells (Alfred Lord
Tennyson) Christmas with Grandma Elsie (Martha Finley)
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Little Lord Fauntleroy (Frances Hodgson Burnett) Anne of
Green Gables (Lucy Maud Montgomery) The Christmas
Angel (Abbie Farwell Brown) Black Beauty (Anna Sewell) The
Christmas Child (Hesba Stretton) Granny's Wonderful Chair
(Frances Browne) The Romance of a Christmas Card (Kate
Douglas Wiggin) Wind in the Willows (Kenneth Grahame) The
Birds' Christmas Carol (Kate Douglas Wiggin) The Wonderful
Life - Story of the life and death of our Lord (Hesba Stretton)
A Merry Christmas & Other Christmas Stories (Louisa May
Alcott) Little Gretchen and the Wooden Shoe (Elizabeth
Harrison) A Letter from Santa Claus (Mark Twain) Where
Love Is, God Is (Leo Tolstoy) Peter Pan and Wendy (J. M.
Barrie) Little Women (Louisa May Alcott) The Wonderful
Wizard of OZ (L. Frank Baum) The Christmas Angel (Abbie
Farwell Brown) The Tale of Peter Rabbit (Beatrix Potter)
Toinette and the Elves (Susan Coolidge) The Heavenly
Christmas Tree (Fyodor Dostoevsky) At the Back of the North
Wind (George MacDonald) Christmas at Thompson Hall
(Anthony Trollope) The Princess and the Goblin (George
MacDonald) Thurlow's Christmas Story (John Kendrick
Bangs) Christmas Every Day (William Dean Howells) The
Lost Word (Henry van Dyke) The Nutcracker and the Mouse
King (E. T. A. Hoffmann) The Little Match Girl The Elves and
the Shoemaker...
The classic book of fairy tales that has been passed around
many nurseries and children's bedrooms in an attempt to
either entertain or teach some kind of lesson to a young
generation. Classics such as Rapunzel, Hansel and Gretel,
Red Riding Hood, and Snow White are all contained within
this tome. These stories are the standard by which most other
fairy tales are measured which is a tall order since these
classics are the best stories of their kind ever told by anyone
in any part of the world.
New York Times bestselling author John Connolly's unique
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imagination takes readers through the end of innocence into
adulthood and beyond in this dark and triumphantly creative
novel of grief and loss, loyalty and love, and the redemptive
power of stories. High in his attic bedroom, twelve-year-old
David mourns the death of his mother. He is angry and alone,
with only the books on his shelf for company. But those books
have begun to whisper to him in the darkness, and as he
takes refuge in his imagination, he finds that reality and
fantasy have begun to meld. While his family falls apart
around him, David is violently propelled into a land that is a
strange reflection of his own world, populated by heroes and
monsters, and ruled over by a faded king who keeps his
secrets in a mysterious book... The Book of Lost Things. An
imaginative tribute to the journey we must all make through
the loss of innocence into adulthood, John Connolly's latest
novel is a book for every adult who can recall the moment
when childhood began to fade, and for every adult about to
face that moment. The Book of Lost Things is a story of hope
for all who have lost, and for all who have yet to lose. It is an
exhilarating tale that reminds us of the enduring power of
stories in our lives.

Azahr has always known what to expect from life. As the
second son of Delphe, a great military future beckons,
and he’s content in his role as future protector of his
brother Adlard’s crown. But when Adlard dies suddenly,
Azahr is immediately thrust into the role of first son and
future heir to the throne. Despite his best efforts, it
quickly becomes apparent that nothing he does will ever
make him good enough to replace Adlard. In the
absence his beloved brother left behind, a dark void
created by anger, frustration, and fear begins to open
within Azahr. And in that void, a beast is born. On the
eve of his eighteenth birthday, Azahr crosses a faery
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when he refuses her hospitality from a relentless
downpour. The faery condemns him with a curse that will
haunt him and threaten his very humanity; a curse that
empowers the beast and sets it free. Exiled from his
home, Azahr takes refuge in a forgotten corner of the
kingdom, where he battles daily to hold the beast at bay.
Until, one day, the door opens and a ray of light shines
into his castle, as Kiara enters and brings with her a
heretofore unimagined hope of breaking the curse. If
Azahr can just keep himself together long enough for
Kiara to find/glimpse in him the man he could, and may
yet, be. Human Again is the fourth in a five part
companion series that rewrites the classic tales of
happily ever after.
Uncover the fairy tale secrets that made the Grimms
famous. By analyzing Grimms’ fairy tales from a writer’s
perspective, you can learn how to write better fairy tales
faster. In Lessons from Grimm, you’ll study how the
Grimms handle key elements of character, setting, plot,
fairy tale magic, and theme. * quickly brainstorm ideas *
streamline the creative process * create endearing fairy
tale characters * build on time-tested plots and themes *
write a better fairy tale Bonus! Includes comprehensive
lists of characters, settings, plots, romance tropes, magic
objects and more, saving you hours of research time.
Get Lessons from Grimm today and get started.
Richard Brinsley [Footnote: He was christened also by
the name of Butler, after the Earl of Lanesborough.]
Sheridan was born in the month of September, 1751, at
No. 12, Dorset Street, Dublin, and baptized in St. Mary's
Church, as appears by the register of the parish, on the
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fourth of the following month. His grandfather, Dr.
Sheridan, and his father, Mr. Thomas Sheridan, have
attained a celebrity, independent of that which he has
conferred on them, by the friendship and
correspondence with which the former was honored by
Swift, and the competition and even rivalry which the
latter so long maintained with Garrick. His mother, too,
was a woman of considerable talents, and affords one of
the few instances that have occurred, of a female
indebted for a husband to her literature; as it was a
pamphlet she wrote concerning the Dublin theatre that
first attracted to her the notice of Mr. Thomas Sheridan.
Her affecting novel, Sidney Biddulph, could boast among
its warm panegyrists Mr. Fox and Lord North; and in the
Tale of Nourjahad she has employed the graces of
Eastern fiction to inculcate a grave and important
moral,—putting on a fairy disguise, like her own Mandane,
to deceive her readers into a taste for happiness and
virtue.
'Absolutely fantastic, with excellent extract choices and
carefully thought out questions' James Grocott, Deputy
Headteacher, @deputygrocott An exciting reading
comprehension resource from Andrew Jennings
(@VocabularyNinja), the creator of the hugely popular
Write Like a Ninja, Vocabulary Ninja and Comprehension
Ninja: Non-Fiction series. This photocopiable resource
contains 24 immersive and imaginative fiction and poetry
texts from acclaimed writers like David Almond, Roald
Dahl, Katherine Rundell and Joseph Coelho, plus
original texts by Adam Bushnell and Andrew Jennings
aligned to the National Curriculum. Each is accompanied
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by differentiated activities and answers to boost retrieval
skills and help pupils become fully fledged
Comprehension Ninjas! Ideal for KS2 SATs practice, the
reading texts are high-quality and rich in vocabulary.
They cover a wide variety of genres including myths,
classic and contemporary stories, traditional tales and
poetry. If you're searching for engaging resources to help
pupils practise comprehension strategies and question
types such as skim and scan, true or false, find and
copy, fill in the gap, sequencing and multiple choice,
Comprehension Ninja for Ages 10-11: Fiction & Poetry is
the book for you. For more must-have Ninja books,
check out the Vocabulary Ninja and Comprehension
Ninja classroom and home learning resources. Please
note that the PDF eBook version of this book cannot be
printed or saved in any other format. It is intended for
use on interactive whiteboards and projectors only.
Daimyon was raised with one purpose: dedicate his life
to his queen and kingdom by becoming an elite
Huntsman. It's all he's ever wanted, and, under his
father's tutelage, he commits himself body and soul to
achieving it. Soon, Daimyon becomes the youngest-ever
Huntsman and begins his service with the certainty that
his life is just as it should be. So, when he's called before
his queen and given a direct order to kill a traitor to the
Crown, he has no reason to suspect he won't carry out
his mission quickly and quietly. Then Daimyon learns the
startlingly truth of his target's identity and can't bring
himself to kill her. With this unintentional rebellion,
Daimyon has no choice but to go on the run from the
queen he's given his life to serve. The queen, however,
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intends to finish the job he couldn't and exact revenge on
her disloyal Huntsman. Fearful for the lives
unintentionally tangled with his, Daimyon must now
determine what's more important to fight for, the oath he
swore to his queen or the princess who caused him to
break it. Heart of a Hunter is the Fifth in the five-part End
of Ever After companion series which rewrites classic
tales of ever after.
With a foreword by the legendary accompanist, Gerald
Moore, Eric Sams' study (Faber 1961, revised 1983) is a
notable landmark in the establishment of Wolf as one of
the supreme masters of German song. Comprehensively
revised and enlarged in 1983, the main subject matter
remains the 242 published songs that Wolf wrote for
voice and piano, though the Ibsen songs for voice and
orchestra are also discussed. English translations are
provided and the backgrounds to the original poems by
Morike, Eichendorff and Goethe, as well as the Italian
and Spanish sources from which the songbooks were
drawn, are fully explored. Each song is dated, its keys
identified and vocal range determined. 'This is the most
important book in the English language on the songs of
Hugo Wolf since Ernest Newman proclaimed the
composer's genius in 1907 . . . To the English-speaking
student this work is a treasure to which he will find
himself returning again and again: it is indispensable to
those of us anxious to gain a deeper knowledge of Wolf.'
Gerald Moore

Analysing Power in Language introduces students to
a range of analytical techniques for the critical study
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depth presentation of a different method of analysis
with worked examples and texts for students to
analyse and discuss. Answer keys are also provided
for the analyses. Taking text analysis as the first step
in discourse analysis, Analysing Power in Language:
Explores the relationship between the goals of
discourse, the social positions of the speakers, the
contexts in which they are produced, the audience
for which they are intended and the language
features chosen Presents a powerful approach to
text analysis that reveals the links between language
usage and a community’s assumptions, convictions,
and understandings Identifies a range of power
types, appropriate to different contexts Explains and
illustrates a social approach to text analysis with
important linguistic concepts woven in seamlessly
with examples of discourse Offers concrete guidance
in text and discourse analysis with carefully crafted
examples and fully illustrated explanations. Incisive
and thought-provoking yet also accessible,
Analysing Power in Language will be essential
reading for advanced undergraduate, postgraduate
and research students studying discourse analysis.
In The Witch Must Die, Sheldon Cashdan explores
how fairy tales help children deal with psychological
conflicts by projecting their own internal struggles
between good and evil onto the battles enacted by
the characters in the stories. Not since Bettelheim's
The Uses of Enchantment has the underlying
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significance of fantasy and fairy tales been so
insightfully and entertainingly mined.
FEMME TALES: Six Short Sagas and One Long
Story is a playful, irreverent, sometimes camp revision of seven of the Grimm’s tales. “Little Red
Riding Hood” becomes “Little Red Jogging Suit,”
wherein a sparky girl and her spunky grandmother
take on a wolf in sheep’s clothing, only to fi nd
themselves victims of the legal/judicial system. In
“Hannah and Greggo,” closet-cousins of “Hansel
and Gretel,” a savvy big sister saves her innocent
little brother from the clutches of a wicked warlock.
Other rightings-of-the-record include: “The Toad
Prince or The Dog Princess or Hopeless Henry,”
“Sungold and the Seven Midgets,” “AshesAngie,”
“Sweeping Beauty,” and “Ms. Fisherwoman and
Spouse,” illegitimate offspring of “The Frog King,”
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,” “Cinderella,”
“Sleeping Beauty,” and “The Fisherman and His
Wife.” May you read with a laugh--and a nod, Parry
invites.
Reproduction of the original: The Browning
Cyclopædia by Edward Berdoe
War took almost everything from the Huntsman, Lord
Yurieth of Adamos. Two peaceful centuries alone
with his grief ended with the arrival of a timetraveling warrior oracle. Trying to save her life, he
accidentally sealed her soul to his with
magic.However, Lady Fleur brought dire news. War
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and a cataclysm are coming. Much to Yurieth's
frustration, she refuses to stop it, "Because I didn't
stop it." She only came to thwart the Shadows who
are trying to change time in the Devourer's favor. As
the last year of the Kingdom begins, he finds himself
succumbing to the love of an oracle, but Lady Fleur
is keeping a secret that will challenge everything
Yurieth believes about himself and threaten his
honor.
Sweet 16 or the coveted 18th birthday are milestone
moments in a young girl’s life, but the only age
Lillian Clemens is dreading of turning is 21. That
would mean she's officially old enough to accept the
title of Huntsman, an elite fighter born and raised to
battle against the supernatural creatures that roam
this earth. The only barrier between the human race
and the monstrous demons scattered abroad,
feasting on the unsuspecting innocents, unable to
protect themselves. The night of her first mission,
plans go awry and her own Huntsman partner is
killed. Shouldering the blame herself, Lillian doesn't
refute the rumors that it was her fault Nikolas is
dead. The first lesson Huntsmen are taught is to
keep your head in the game and not hesitate. But
she'd failed. She'd broken the cardinal rule. Two
months later, Lillian's planned the perfect mission, to
attack and eliminate the creature that took Nikolas
away from her. He was the first person that hadn't
judged her based on her gender. Since the creation
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of the Huntsmen organization, only men have been
appointed to the prestigious position. But with her
father, Oliver, being the Huntsmen Leader, she was
born into a role that she couldn't escape. Lillian
hasn’t spent a day where wishing she was a man
didn't cross her mind. Life would be so much easier.
But then it wouldn't be hers. With the mission a
success, but not approved by her father, Lillian is
punished and given the ultimatum to either train and
succeed to become a Leviathan, or die trying.
Leviathan's were more ruthless and cunning than
Huntsmen, or at least that's what Lillian had always
been led to believe. Leviathan's were the soldiers
sent in when a mission was deemed too dangerous
for a Huntsman. They were the cleanup crew, so to
speak. In her quest to assume the title of Leviathan,
Lillian must fight for her life against dangerous
creatures, but she must also learn that not everyone
in this world is as cruel and maniacal as her father
and the Councilman who wishes her dead. Opening
herself up to the right people, and laying her trust
and her heart in their hands, might be the only thing
that'll keep her alive.
Aideen, the oldest daughter of the Royal Family, has her
entire life torn apart when her home is attacked by a
rogue band of assassins known as the Huntsman.
Separated from her siblings, Aideen is found, lost and
injured, in the woods by Liam, the son of a retired Palace
Guard. With the help of Liam, she is able to embrace the
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growing power inside of her and uncover the truth about
the Huntsman. But when her identity is exposed, will
Liam and his family be able to protect her; or will Aideen
have to sacrifice everything in order to save the ones she
loves?
Huntsman Stole My Heart is a poetic canto that lures you
through a self narrative confession of a young woman
named Madison. You are spirited through her lifes
decisions and interactions with those around her, as her
journey guides her to true loves reality.
"We want to examine what the scientific evidence
suggests is really going on when we eat food, and how
we can eat and live in a way that best gives us the health
benefits of a hunter-gatherer lifestyle while living in and
enjoying the advantages of the modern world. We also
hope to use the evidence to explore how we can
increase our chances of avoiding chronic diseases,
obesity, and other health problems -- the "Diseases of
Civilization." -- page 7.
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs – Origins of the Fairy
Tale from around the World' contains seven different
versions of the 'Snow White' story. It includes an in-depth
introduction to the fairy tale genre itself, as well as the
provenance of 'Snow White'. It encompasses
‘Schneewittchen’ by the Brothers Grimm, ‘The Young
Slave’ by Giambattista Basile, the Malay legend of
‘Bidasari’ the Swiss story of the ‘Death of the Seven
Dwarfs’ and the Portuguese narrative of ‘The Vain
Queen.’ What is a fairy tale? The 'Origins of Fairy Tales
from around the World' series helps to answer this
question, by showcasing the amazing breath and
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diversity involved in classic fairy tales. It focuses on the
unusual phenomenon that the same tales, with only
minor variations, appear again and again in different
cultures – across time and geographical space.
Traditionally told as short stories for children, and for
adults too, these popular fairy tales will be sure to delight
both young and old. Beautifully illustrated, these story
books combine the best story-telling, with the best artwork, in order that the two may be fully appreciated.
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